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Introduction by John Rabbitt 

 

The roots of the Monton Sports Club in Ellesmere Park go back nearly 120 years so it is a 

prime candidate for the ‘Back in Time’ series.  To celebrate the centenary of the Monton 

Sports Club in 2003 John Lyle wrote a detailed account which chronicled the first hundred 

years of the club.  The original 2003 document was brought up to date by Keith Brookes and 

now forms the document you can read below. 

I have also been provided with many photographs which chronicles the history of the 

Monton Sports Club; I have numbered the photographs in date order.  Not all the 

photographs are vintage, but I know you will thoroughly enjoy looking at them all. 

I have included the 1929 O.S. map showing the Monton Cricket Club, quite a rural setting 

with the sparse housing in the surrounding area.   

My thanks to the Monton Sports Club for sharing this wonderful archive with us.  When the 

lockdown is over I’m sure it would be fitting for us all to meet at the Monton Sports Club to 

share happy memories of Ellesmere Park. 

John Rabbitt 

 



 
 

Monton Sports Club – The Whole Story 
 

by John Lyle and Keith Brookes 
 

 
In 1903 pedestrians walking over Quaker Bridge en route from Monton to Eccles would have seen ahead 

of them the grand and seminal Victorian houses of Ellesmere Park. On the left and right would have been 

open fields and below the railway line from Eccles to Swinton. If it had been a Saturday, there may have 

been a lacrosse game on the field to the left because this had just become the home ground of the Monton 

Lacrosse Club and sport was played on the site for the first time.  

 

This area was known as the “Quaker Bridge Ground”, and would, over the next century or so, slowly evolve 

into the wonderful Monton Sports Club we enjoy today. 

 

In 1911 a small wooden pavilion was built by the lacrosse club with two changing rooms and a veranda. 

This facility was to remain operational for the next 65 years. 

 

In 1921 Monton Cricket Club moved to the Quaker Bridge Ground and, jointly with Monton Lacrosse Club, 

agreed a fifteen year lease with Bridgewater Estates. A cricket pitch and two grass tennis courts were 

immediately laid out. These tennis courts ran lengthways along what is now Welbeck Road and the initial 

concept was to provide sporting recreation for the wives and girlfriends of the cricket players. In 1921 the 

club membership was 96 but the tennis section grew enormously and by 1922 it had grown to 288. The 

annual subscription was one pound and five shillings for gentlemen and one pound for ladies. 

 

In 1927 Bridgewater Estates owned the ground and offered it for sale at a price of £1,000. The members 

were approached for loans to enable the purchase, but the response was poor and inadequate. This was the 

complete opposite of the position nearly 100 years later in 2013 when the members donated enormous 

amounts of money to finance the construction of the “East Wing”. 

 

A further attempt to purchase the ground was conceived in 1929. This involved a “Three Day Bazaar” at 

Eccles Town Hall organised by the hard working and highly motivated members. The Bazaar comprised 

many stalls selling all manner of goods. There were also a variety of refreshments available together with 

concerts and other entertainment including an orchestra which played every afternoon and evening. The 

event was a raging success and the massive amount of £1,400 was raised. The ground was purchased from 

Bridgewater Estates but subject to a covenant stating that the land must be kept as “an open space for the 

purposes of sport”. 

 

In the early 1930’s two shale tennis courts were added to the two grass courts which were later converted 

into hard courts. 

 

By the mid 1930’s new houses were being built along an extension of Cavendish Road, which is now 

Welbeck Road. This meant access to mains services was available and therefore a decision was made to 

further develop the club premises. Toilets and a shower were added along with a clubhouse extension 

including ladies changing facilities, a kitchen and a bar. The existing wooden pitched roof survives from 

this development. The total cost was £350. 

 

The new pavilion was opened in May 1936 by Ernest Tyldesley, the well-known Lancashire cricketer. The 

Eccles Journal described the club’s new facilities as the “finest in the area”. Well, what goes around comes 

around, because with the 2013 development the club is unequivocally the best for miles around. 

The outbreak of war in 1939 caused a pause in the evolution of the club. The AGM of 1943 noted that there 

were 47 members serving in the forces. Much hard work by a few members ensured there was some 

intermittent cricket and tennis played each year during the war. The 456th Heavy Anti-Aircraft Royal 



Artillery Battery was fortuitously stationed in Ellesmere Park. Many of the soldiers played at the club and 

carried out maintenance work. Unfortunately, a plaque presented to the club after the war recalling this 

happy association has since been lost. 

 

It says much for all those involved that at the end of the war the club had an improved financial position 

despite a greatly reduced membership. In 1946 another shale tennis court was added at the rear of the houses 

on Cavendish Road. Also, in 1946 Boardman and Eccles Lacrosse Club moved to Quaker Bridge and started 

renting the ground. 

 

In 1953 the club celebrated its Jubilee Year which also coincided with the coronation of the new Queen. 

An Opening of the Season Dance was held at Worsley Court House. On Coronation Day itself Monton beat 

long standing rivals Worsley by 9 wickets having dismissed the visitors for a measly 34 runs. At the AGM 

the treasurer reported that the club was financially sound. There were 508 members including 300 playing 

members and 70 juniors. 

 

The railway line at the side of the club closed in 1953 when a tunnel in Swinton colloquially known as 

Black Harry collapsed and three houses in Temple Drive fell into the tunnel killing 5 people as they slept. 

In 1964 British Rail offered the land for sale and after some keen negotiation a fabulous deal was struck 

whereby 63 feet of additional land was acquired to the right of the ground. This added two thirds of an acre 

to our land portfolio. The price was £108.7s.5d, or £108.37 in “new money”. 

 

The railway land was about a metre higher than the cricket field and apart from selling some topsoil nothing 

much was done for some time and the land became a paradise for motor bike enthusiasts and fly tippers. A 

solution regarding how to use the land materialised in 1971 when the local authority decided to build a 

scenic walkway along the old railway line. The club agreed to surrender 15 feet of land for the footpath in 

return for the council levelling and seeding the ground in addition to erecting a 6 feet high fence, which 

they agreed to maintain in perpetuity. The soil and hardcore was removed and used in the building of the 

M62 motorway. 

 

Through the 1960’s the club was kept afloat but barely viable by a very small nucleus of members who 

were prepared to work hard. The pavilion was somewhat dilapidated, and the changing rooms were still 

those erected by Monton Lacrosse Club in 1911. In 1969 a small grant was obtained from the Department 

of Education and together with loans from Lancashire Playing Fields Association and Scottish and 

Newcastle Brewery an extension was carried out at the car park end of the club. This comprised a new 

kitchen, ladies toilets and an additional changing room. The total cost was £5,200.  

 

Many considered the name Monton Cricket Club to be too insular, especially given the likelihood that 

Boardman and Eccles Lacrosse Club would amalgamate with the cricket and tennis sections. Consequently 

in 1968 a new set of rules for Monton Sports Club were unanimously adopted and Monton Cricket Club 

ceased to exist. 

 

Boardman and Eccles Lacrosse Club had paid rent to Monton for the use of the ground since 1946 and after 

much discussion became the Lacrosse Section of the Sports club in 1970. This amalgamation swelled the 

membership numbers to 479. 

 

Balancing the books and paying the bills, however, remained a perennial challenge, and by the mid-

seventies the club was destitute and in a severe state of disrepair with holes in the wooden changing room 

floors. Consequently, a massively ambitious development project was planned resulting in the construction 

of what is now the Oakwood Lounge, new changing rooms, ladies and gents toilets and, most importantly 

of all from a revenue perspective, two squash courts. This is now known as the “West Wing” and 

immediately transformed the club into a thriving and highly lucrative operation. 



The £35,000 cost had been raised by selling two dilapidated tarmacadam tennis courts for £14,600 upon 

which two houses were subsequently built. A brewery loan was raised and much successful fund raising 

carried out by a highly motivated membership, including a hugely successful “It’s a Knockout” with the 

now discredited Stuart Hall as the main attraction. Approximately 3,000 people were expected but 7,000 

turned up resulting in a highly lucrative day. 

The new facilities were opened in November 1976 by the Right Honourable Dennis Howell, MP – Minister 

for Sport. The development project was led by Alan Haselhurst who later became MP for Saffron Waldon, 

was knighted for his services to politics and served as Deputy Speaker in the House of Commons from 

1997 to 2010. Alan was ably supported in his endeavours by the then secretary Keith Brookes and treasurer 

Geoff Tims. By 1978 the club had made enough money to build a residential manager’s flat above the 

changing rooms and toilets.   

After a couple of decades of high profitability, impressive financial revenue streams began to dwindle once 

more, and the club found it progressively harder to fund essential maintenance requirements and 

improvement projects. During this period Harry Brown did a magnificent job of running the club, serving 

as treasurer for an unbelievable 25 years. He was substantially supported by his business partner Bill Gray, 

who served as secretary for a mere 22 years.  

In 1980 a car was raffled in conjunction with the British Olympic Association and the money raised was 

used to extend and surface the car park. Further developments through the 1980’s included extending the 

main function room and kitchen out towards the field by 8 feet. At the same time the ladies toilets, changing 

room and store room built in 1969 at the car park end of the club were converted into new ladies and gents 

toilets, thus making the function room self-contained.  

Other projects included building the patio and a combined brick scoreboard and ground equipment store. 

In 1983 numerous deciduous and coniferous trees were planted on two sides of the ground. These have 

created the wonderfully picturesque ground we enjoy today. The trees were sponsored and named for the 

members who paid for them. A schematic indicating the layout is displayed in the club. The shale tennis 

courts were finally upgraded to “all weather” and in 1988 a fourth court was added. 

In the cyclic nature of Monton and most other clubs the 1990’s and “noughties” found our operation in the 

financially negative part of the cycle and private money was often used to “balance the books”.  

In 2011 a massively ambitious project was devised to once again transform the club in a similar fashion to 

the seventies. The major difference was that this time the members were expected to cover most of the cost. 

The initial concepts have metamorphosed over the last two years into what is affectionately known as the 

“East Wing” as distinct from the seventies “West Wing”. This massively impressive structure comprises 

an extended state of the art kitchen and very swish new ladies and gents toilets, above which is a luxurious 

member’s bar with a magnificent view of the field.  

 

The initial highly optimistic concept that the members would stump up large amounts of cash was not ill 

founded. Of the £260,000 development cost the members contributed an amazing £164,000 combined with 

a grant of £36,000 from Viridor Waste Management and a £60,000 bank loan.   

As past president and life member Willie Harrison noted in the centenary brochure produced in 1903, “the 

members owe a huge debt to a small number of people whose vision, commitment and efforts have brought 

us to where we are today”. 

 

Keith Brookes 

 

12/9/2013 

 
 

Monton Sports Club Archive photographs below 
  



 
 
 
 

 
01-Clubhouse Opening 1936 

 
 

 
03-Tennis Prize Giving 1950 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

05- Evening Chronicle 1953 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

02-Jack Mellor 1950 
 

 
 

04-Christmas Party  1951 
 

 
06-Clubhouse 1961 

 
 



 
07-Lacrosse Dinner 1967  1 

 
 

 
09-Lacrosse Team 1972 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11-Keith with Jessica Ennis-Hill - 2018 
 

 
08-Lacrosse Dinner 1967  2 

 
 

 
10-Cricket Team 1975 

 
 
 

 
 

12-Keith with Rebecca Long-Bailey 
 
 

---- End of Article ---- 


